Introduction

Questionnaire-based surveys are one of the most important sources of information for marketing and business planning. Advances in information technology nowadays offer to marketers analytic tools which enable them to dig into all sorts of market survey data and discover hidden information and useful knowledge, applicable to more effective marketing planning. The most
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typical route in order to draw conclusions from data is to interpret them with descriptive statistics, perform statistical tests to confirm hypotheses and often to apply more complex statistical methods such as factor analysis and Structural Equation Modeling.

In this work, we investigated alternative methods for explorative analysis, extraction of knowledge and modeling of the findings in the form of marketing rules. The goal was to drastically enlarge the potential of exploiting and reusing survey data by formulating computerized rules available to users who are not experts in analysis, through highly usable decision support tools.

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a well-known discipline that addresses exactly this goal and is defined as “the process of non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful knowledge from data” (Adriaans and Zantte 1996). Not surprisingly, one of the major application fields of KDD is marketing, boosted by the continuously increasing abilities of information systems to gather and process large amounts of data. Popular applications in marketing are the shopping basket analysis, customer assessment and market segmentation.

While KDD is a multi-step process, the role of the discovery stage is usually undertaken by Data Mining, which is well suited to the analysis of large amounts of data, where traditional statistical analysis based on the “hypothesis and test” paradigm becomes an inefficient or simply inapplicable process. Data Mining is a combination of statistical and logical methods, together with computer science, that takes advantage of the high computational abilities of computer systems. Although statistical techniques are not replaced but rather extended, data mining is based on different philosophy which offers solutions to problems not easily handled by statistics (Han and Kamber 2001).

An alternative to data mining approach for knowledge extraction is Data Analysis, which has also proven its ability in typical marketing problems. By Data Analysis we refer to the family of multidimensional factor analysis methods, including as representative members the Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) and multidimensional Hierarchical Clustering (CHA) (Benzecri 1992). These are explorative statistical methods, highly effective in the analysis of qualitative characteristics, i.e., in finding relations in a large number of nominal variables.

The typical motto for these methods is that they start from the data and show the way to the model and not the opposite (Greenacre 2007). Being highly flexible regarding data requirements, they are suitable for identifying population clusters and to highlight the properties which characterize more intensely each cluster (Stalidis and Karapistolis, 2012).

A challenging marketing problem, set as a goal in this paper in order to investigate the effectiveness of the above method families, was to extract from tourist satisfaction surveys solid and evidence-based guidelines and provide them to those involved in tourism marketing. Since more than two decades ago, it has been supported that successful marketing in tourism depends on the extent to which more specialized consumer demands or lifestyles can be identified, as opposed to massive generic approaches (Gunter and Furnham 1992; Weinstein 1994). As recent literature has shown (Kavoura and Bitsani 2013), a selective and adapted approach towards the implementation of communication activities is necessary.

The positioning strategy of a tourism product can thus be devised following the measurement of the customer’s image of the tourism product (Etchner and Ritchie...
1993) and his satisfaction from product attributes, in correlation with his needs and desires (Cho 1998). A two-way relationship has also been suggested (Ibrahim and Gill 2005) between the image that tourists have and the satisfaction they derive from their experience, a hypothesis which highlights the importance of placing more emphasis on the identification of customers’ perception and satisfaction of a tourism product for positioning purposes.

Conklin et al (Conklin et al. 2004) elaborate on the prediction of overall satisfaction from satisfaction attributes, suggesting that certain attributes, termed “Must-be” attributes by Kano (Kano et al. 1984), have a dramatic negative impact on satisfaction when they are not delivered, although these attributes have a minimal positive impact when they are improved from an acceptable level. According to their work, there is a non-linear nature of the relationship between “Must-be” attributes and overall satisfaction, which makes the identification of such attributes difficult with standard linear modeling and they propose an analytical design based on the Shapley Value (Shapley 1953) as a decision tool to identify key dissatisfiers.

The same problem of explaining overall satisfaction in terms of satisfaction attributes, as supporting evidence to decide on marketing priorities, is also discussed in a white paper by C. Colby (Colby 2013). It is argued that the typical methodology of joining importance levels and satisfaction levels per attribute does not always adequately predict overall satisfaction and that a more sophisticated, non-linear approach to combining satisfaction measures and importance can result in a model with greater ability to explain this phenomenon.

A quite popular tool for measuring service quality is serfqual (Parasuraman et al. 1988), which is also attribute-based and may provide insights on how perceived quality is affected by individual factors/attributes (Tribe and Snait 1998). The analysis of servqual surveys can thus be used to produce guidelines for enhancing performance (Zeithaml et al. 1990). This approach has been recently applied in the field of hotel industry by performing a primary survey based on a modified servqual questionnaire and analyzing quantitatively the factors which explained customer perceptions (Markovic and Raspor 2010).

The focus of this paper was to investigate intelligent computerized methods for knowledge extraction from primary survey data, as an alternative to classical statistical analysis. In particular, the presented work was aimed at the problem of positioning and enhancing the perceived quality of hotels by supporting the marketer in his decision making with engineered marketing rules, extracted from standard service quality surveys. In the next section, the adopted analysis and data mining methods are introduced and briefly presented. Then, the research application sought is presented and results are experimental results are provided. Finally, the outcomes of the two rule extraction approaches are discussed and conclusions are drawn.

Methods
Discovery of Marketing Rules Using Data Mining

Introduction to Data Mining Methods

In the context of marketing, data mining can be used to produce new knowledge, in order to take strategic decisions, specify targets, improve planning regarding the product, campaign or promotion (Cooper and Giufrida 2000). In order to achieve this, patterns and relationships are used to build models of the real world, suitable for
estimations and predictions. As there are a number of methods for different purposes, successful application of data mining depends on clear definition of business goals, on the specification of the appropriate model and finally on the effectiveness of the applied algorithms (Shreiber 2008).

Among the possible problems are a classification (deciding or predicting in which category a case falls), a clustering (segmenting a population to homogeneous groups), a logical inference (predict an outcome given a number of facts), regression (estimate the value of a numerical variable given a set of parameters) or a time series prediction (learn from the past and extrapolate to the future). A model should then be selected to match the targeted problem. Decision trees can be used for classification, association rules for patterns, neural networks for regression or support vector machines for clustering (Roiger and Geatz 2003).

Many algorithms are available to build models, some of which had so wide acceptance that can be characterized as standard. In a survey paper by X. Wu et al (Wu 2008), the top 10 algorithms are presented among the most influential data mining algorithms in the research community. Among them are the C4.5 and CART algorithms for building decision trees and the apriori algorithm for solving the classical marketing problem of shopping basket analysis. Other standard algorithms are k-nearest neighbors, CHAID trees and backpropagation neural networks. In the present work, the focus was on the methods of Association Rules and Classification Trees, coupled with rule induction processes. These were selected as the most promising approaches to the problem dealt with in this paper and are briefly presented in the following.

Decision and Classification Trees
Classification trees are designed to examine the effects of a large number of predictor variables to a selected target variable, performing successive univariate splits. They are flexible regarding the variety of predictors that can be analyzed, including categorical (e.g. gender, opinion), continuous (e.g. price) or mix of the two types of predictors. This makes Classification Trees flexible and their interpretation quite simple and almost natural.

In the learning phase, a tree is built on a set of known examples from which it is expected to learn a “good” way of classifying these examples in the classes of a categorical dependant variable from their measurements on one or more predictor variable. The tree is then used to classify unseen examples in the same way (Han and Kamber 2001). There are mainly two methods of tree growing algorithms: CART and CHAID, differing in the type of splitting criterion used. The CHAID method uses the Chi2 statistic for contingency tables while the CART family is oriented to statistics using the concept of impurity (Breiman 1984).

A rule induction process can be used to transform a Tree into sets of logical rules by decomposing it to individual paths from the root to a leaf. Such paths are selected to formulate rules, which can be used in a subsequent knowledge engineering phase to build Knowledge Based Systems (Fayyad et al. 1996).

The format of such Rules is as follows (Ligeza 2006):

\[ \text{Condition 1 AND... AND Condition } n \rightarrow \text{Outcome (confidence parameters)} \]

Each condition of such a rule corresponds to a variable having a specific value or range of values (e.g. customer age < 30) and the
strength of each rule is indicated by the confidence parameters “Support” (number of cases where all conditions are met) and “Confidence” (percentage of correct predictions in relation to the cases where the rule is applicable) (Ligeza 2006).

**Association Rules**

Another approach to rule extraction from data is Mining of Association Rules (Agrawal and Srikant 1994). Association rules are if/then statements that help uncover relationships between seemingly unrelated data. Unlike classification trees which are forms of supervised learning (in which there is a specific target variable), in this case the learning method searches for any association between features, without any specific target variable. These associations are detected as combinations of properties or facts found frequently in large datasets. An example is the recommendation systems used in many online shopping systems: If you bought X, then you may also like Y.

Association rules of this kind are extracted in two phases. Firstly, a large number of cases are analyzed to detect frequent itemsets, that is combinations of attributes which are found together frequently. Standard methods used for this task are the Apriori algorithm and the FP-Growth tree (Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley 1991). The next step is to generate rules that predict the occurrence of an item if a set of other items are present, using the criteria of support and confidence to identify the most important relationships.

Support is an indication of how frequently the items appear in the database and is thus a measure of how important this rule is. Confidence indicates the number of times the rule has been found to be true, measuring the prediction accuracy of the rule. Other measures are also used to assess a rule, such as the lift, which shows how far from independence is the predicted association and therefore the interestingness of the rule (Quinlan 1986).

**Rule Formulation Using Data Analysis**

The problem of extracting marketing rules from survey data is by its nature qualitative and explorative and therefore calls for methods that perform well with nominal or logical variables, independently from quantitative scales and a-priori hypotheses. In previous work (Stalidis 2012), methods from the branch of multidimensional data analysis, in particular a combination of Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) (Benzecri 1992; Greenacre 2007) and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (CHA) based on Benzecri’s chi-square distance and Ward’s linkage criterion were used in order to extract knowledge from survey data. The results of the statistical analysis were of qualitative nature and were suitable for coding as computerized rules for knowledge-based decision support.

In order to uncover the underlying factors that explained the respondents’ behavior, MCA was applied, including all the variables involved in a particular exploration. The MCA method handled all variables (including items of multi-item constructs) as categorical variables and all possible answers (i.e. categories) were seen as properties – equivalent to the definition of attribute values in data mining. The aim was to find significant associations and disjunctions among properties and to use the resulting patterns to construct behavior classes.

For example, a finding that a group of associated properties includes the answers age>65 and requirements for security and parking, as opposed to another group of properties including expectations for bar, swimming pool and age <35 would reveal...
the existence of two classes corresponding to different ages and priorities. The CHA method was applied in parallel to cluster individuals on the basis of the full set of their responses. The result was to segment the sample to homogeneous groups of measurable size.

The next step in the process was to apply MCA, including both the questionnaire-related variables and the group membership variable. In this way, groups of individuals were associated with classes and properties, and thus interpretations were obtained about who (or how many individuals) share similar views and which were their dominating properties. It is worth mentioning that the discovered associations were defined among properties (i.e., categories) and not among variables, as would be the case in quantitative analysis. In this way, it was possible to reveal and express heavily nonlinear dependencies, while the result was not related to any a-priori hypothesis or model.

Although the Data Analysis concluded to the graphical interpretation of factorial planes, a methodology has been proposed for expressing the findings as rules, in a formulation similar with the one mentioned in the data mining section. More specifically, in (Stalidis 2012) the development of an ontology (Prantner et al. 2007) for the tourist sector was presented, which was used as the vocabulary to formulate machine understandable marketing rules (e.g., John is_a_good_customer, where John is an object of class customer and good_customer is a subclass of class customer).

The resulting rule model was more sophisticated than the one produced by data mining processes, since conditions and outcomes were not restricted to expressions of variable values but could also express higher level facts, such as an object having a particular property, on the basis of a special vocabulary. However, it is also clarified that the rule formulation needed to be performed manually by the analyst, as opposed to the case of data mining, where rules were created automatically.

Applications and Experimental Results

Application Scenario and Input Data

The application was based on a service quality survey addressed to tourists who were asked to evaluate their hotel. The survey was carried out during the summer of 2010 at seaside destinations in Northern Greece. The questionnaire was in the category of servqual, designed to collect information about the expectations and satisfaction of the visitors regarding their hotel. The questionnaire was in the category of servqual, designed to collect information about the expectations and satisfaction of the visitors regarding their hotel. The questionnaire also captured information about the demographic characteristics of the visitors and the purpose/type of their trip.

In addition to the main purpose of this survey – which was to evaluate the perceived quality of the hotels in the area and to study the factors explaining satisfaction – the aims of our analysis were to:

- Find some (possibly non-linear) structure in the preferences and expectation attributes of the hotel customers, in order to identify representative visitor classes and to associate these classes with priority expectation attributes.
- Associate expectations from the hotel to demographic characteristics of the visitors and to the purpose of their visit.
- Come up with predictors of overall satisfaction, in the form of attribute combinations specialized to individual customer groups, instead of generic overall factors.

The goal was to discover conditional rules that predict visitor satisfaction or indicate patterns matching visitors with options and
requirements, so that the marketer would be able to decide which hotel characteristics deserve more emphasis, given their target customers or, vice-versa, which customers are worth aiming at, given the characteristics of the hotel.

The questionnaire consisted of 21 closed-type questions. In two of them, the respondents indicated on a five-point scale the degree of their expectation/satisfaction for each one of 33 attributes. Additionally, they were asked about the purpose and duration of their visit, the amount they were willing to pay for their room as well as a few demographic characteristics. The dataset included a sample of 400 visitors. From those, 41% were men and 59% women, 33% were aged from 26 to 35 years old, 55% were from 36 to 55 and 19% were older than 55, while most of the respondents (67%) had completed higher education. Most of the visitors stated that the purpose of their visit was vacation and just 8% mentioned professional reasons.

Figure 1: The factorial plane 1X2 (explaining 41.5% of inertia), where four visitor classes were identified in terms of their expectation attributes. The horizontal axis differentiates properties expressing low expectations from those expressing high ones. The vertical axis expresses the contrast between practical requirements and special requirements.

Rule Extraction Using Multidimensional Data Analysis

The analysis process was initially applied on the variables related to the characteristics of the visit (e.g. reason for visit, duration, cost category) together with the expectation attributes from
the hotel, in order to explore possible patterns in visitor needs. The MCA method showed that the first four factorial axes explained just 55.9% of total inertia, indicating that the phenomenon was quite complex. The 1st factorial axis (29.7% of inertia), revealed a strong contrast between properties showing low expectations - low cost and those related to high expectations for specialized items. This axis thus represented the positioning from low budget to high quality vacation. The 2nd factorial axis (11.8% of inertia) differentiated basic practical requirements (e.g., cleanliness, consumables) from more specialized demands (e.g., sports facilities and spa). The 3rd and 4th factorial axes (7.3% and 6.9% of inertia, respectively) revealed additional, less apparent associations among requirements, corresponding to different styles of visitors. Figure 1 illustrates the factorial plane 1X2, where properties are projected with respect to the factors: low cost vs high quality and practical requirements vs special requirements.

From the formations of properties on this plane, four classes were identified, corresponding to expectations for:

- Basic practical items and medium cost
- Entertainment and comfort
- Wellness, sports activities and special diet
- Lowest price

Additional trends, less prevailing but also interesting, were found on the factorial plane 3X4 (14.2% of inertia), for example the association among the expectations for beach nearby, satisfactory room size and the hotel to belong to a group of hotels in contrast to requirements for swimming pool, local traditional style and family-type hotel. In the next steps, visitors were segmented to five homogeneous groups using CHA. The associations among the centers of these groups and the previously identified classes, as well as with demographic properties were then investigated. The results are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1: Classification of Visitors in Terms of their Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Associated Class and Properties</th>
<th>Demographic properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| K1    | Class D – Low budget  
        Willing to spend up to 50€  
        Low expectations overall. | Age 26-35 |
| K2    | First time visit to this destination  
        Willing to spend up to 50€ | Age 56-65,  
        Profession: retired |
| K3    | Class A - Basic quality vacation  
        Purpose of visit is vacation or entertainment, Duration 2 weeks  
        Willing to spend 50 to 100€, High expectations for security, cleanliness, materials and consumables (i.e. shampoos, towels, etc.), hairdryer, restaurant in the hotel. | Age 56-65,  
        Profession: freelancer,  
        Medium income |
| K4    | Class B – Recreational vacation  
        Has been in this destination once or twice before, The hotel to belong to a group of hotels, Expectations for swimming pool, entertainment activities, comfortable lobby. | Age 56-65,  
        Profession: retired |
| K5    | Class C - Activities and wellness  
        Duration 3 weeks or more, Willing to spend 100-150€ per night, Requirements for spa and wellness services, facilities for persons with special needs, sports facilities, special diet menu. | Age 46-55,  
        Profession: freelancer,  
        Medium income |
The above findings were expressed as rules and stored in an electronic knowledge base, as presented in earlier work (Stalidis, 2012), utilizing the Protégé framework, the OWL-DL language for developing the ontology and the SWRL language for expressing the rules (Protégé 2012). The outcome of the rule formation process for the specific application was 64 rules.

As an example, the profile of Group “Basic quality vacation” drove the following two rules:

- **IF** trip hasTripFeature Entertainment AND
  trip hasDuration TwoWeeks AND visitor hasRequirement Cost50to100 **THEN** trip hasTripFeature BasicQualityVacationTrip
- **IF** trip hasTripFeature StandardQualityVacationTrip AND visitor hasVisitorFeature Age56-65 **THEN** visitor hasRequirement Security

### Mining of Association Rules and Classification Trees

Following a parallel route with that of Data Analysis, the same dataset was explored by employing association rules and classification trees. The first analysis process was based on unsupervised learning, in order to discover patterns in the visitor expectations without any prior knowledge. The second one was supervised learning (classification) where the target variable was the general satisfaction of the visitor and the goal was to specify the factors that mostly influence this satisfaction and the elements that can be used to predict it. The data mining analysis was performed on RapidMiner 5.3 from Rapid-I GmbH, using the free version, licensed under AGPL (www.rapidminer.com). RapidMiner offered not only a complete set of algorithms for the most common data mining problems but also a convenient and effective graphical environment for building analysis and testing processes. In this environment, preprocessing and modeling components were offered as modules that could be connected to each other graphically, to compose complete and reusable processes.

### Rules on Expectation Patterns

The problem of discovering patterns of associated visitor expectations was similar to the shopping basket problem. In the survey questionnaire, each visitor selects from a large list of possible expectations what he considers important or not, in the same sense that a supermarket customer buys a set of items. By identifying frequent item sets, i.e. expectations which are often selected together, it should be possible to predict what a visitor may also want, whenever he has a specific request.
The algorithm produced 52 rules, an extract of which are shown in Figure 3, sorted according to their confidence. For example, rule 52 which had the highest confidence, predicts that if the duration of visit is three weeks or more (Days=4) and the purpose of visit is contact with nature (pur12) then with probability 93.8% the visitor also expects swimming pool for children (exp7). Rule 50 predicts that if the visitor expects facilities for people with special needs (exp1) then with probability 92.6% he also requires lighting at the external spaces at night (exp4).

**Rules Explaining Overall Satisfaction**

The next mining process was applied on the variables regarding satisfaction (overall satisfaction and specifically from a large number of individual items) and the variable "purpose of visit". A classification tree was then grown, as shown in Figure 4, setting the general satisfaction as the target variable. The trained classification tree worked as a predictor of the overall visitor satisfaction.
from the individual satisfaction levels per attribute and was thus a data-driven model reflecting the role of each attribute to overall visitor’s opinion.

The extracted rule model consisted of the decision paths which lead with high confidence to the most “pure” classes of low, medium or high contentment, so the combinations of attributes participating as antecedents in such rules were interpreted as the most decisive contributing factors explaining the outcome. Figure 4 illustrates the tree resulted from 400 examples, achieving a prediction accuracy of 370/400 (parameters: criterion Gini index, min gain = 0.15, confidence 0.2, min leaf size = 4, min size for split = 4, num of prepruning alternatives = 3). Among the results it can be highlighted that the root node was “security” (Sat29), meaning that this criterion gave the first best split for classifying the sample.

The rule with the highest discriminative power, classifying 212 from 217 cases correctly to the high satisfaction class was the following:

- If security(Sat29) = high and skilled and helpful personnel(Sat14) = high and quality and variety of food(Sat9) = high then high (212 / 0 / 5)

Another rule, predicting medium satisfaction was:

- If security(Sat29) = low and Laundry(Sat13) = high and hotel location (Sat8) = low and facilities for special needs(Sat1) = low and relaxation facilities &Spa(Sat2) = low and Sat3(lighting at the external spaces at night) = high then medium (0 / 0 / 17)

Figure 4: The classification tree which explains overall satisfaction using as criteria the satisfaction levels in individual attributes.
The resulting rule model consisted of 14 rules. More rules were initially produced but were rejected either due to their low reliability or because they were simply not meaningful to the marketer.

Discussion and Conclusions

A qualitative comparison between the outcomes of data analysis vs data mining, confirmed that the results reflected the different nature of the two method families. Multidimensional data analysis handled complex profiles of both individuals and properties, synthesized by all variables simultaneously. The produced associations or classifications reflected a holistic view of similarities/dissimilarities, where each variable contributed according to its significance.

Furthermore, the formation of factorial axes was based on divergence from independence, rather than absolute frequencies so that the factors revealed trends and contrasts in a qualitative way. The produced rules reflected the existence of profiles and qualitative trends, such as the class “basic quality vacation”, characterized by high expectations for security, cleanliness, materials and consumables, duration 2 weeks, cost 50 to 100€, etc.

However, when counting the individuals who gave exactly this set of responses, the result was zero. The specific profile used to classify tourists was therefore not a real case but a center in a multidimensional space around which there was a cloud of properties and individuals. The classification of a tourist in such a class would depend on complex as well as relative decision borders instead of hard decisions.

Conversely, in the case of data mining, all association and classification rules were derived by counting and splitting sets of real cases. Variables were considered one at a time and the formulated rules seemed more clear, yet simplistic. An important advantage of data mining was the automatic creation of rules and the availability of confidence measures. This means that these methods were better candidates for fully automated processes to drive an inference engine, whereas data analysis was dependent on the human analyst to perform rule elicitation.

A formal comparison between the actual contents was not possible because of the different nature of the two kinds of rules, however it was evident that there was a small overlap and a large margin for complementary usage. A limitation of the current work was that the methods were applied on a single dataset, since the scope was a feasibility study for extracting marketing rules from quality assessment surveys and a qualitative comparison of the two promising approaches.

The presented work is also limited to the knowledge extraction phase and does not include the full knowledge engineering cycle. As future work, it is planned to expand the rule extraction processes to more datasets and to evaluate the problem solving abilities of the produced knowledge in realistic pilot cases.

In this paper, an unconventional approach in processing service quality surveys for marketing purposes was illustrated. Instead of classical statistical analysis to interpret customer perceptions and needs, experimentations were performed with knowledge extraction methods. It was set as a goal to formulate the survey results as marketing rules that can be used through computerized decision support tools by non-analysts to perform marketing planning.

The expectations of tourists from their hotel were explored, deriving rules on how to classify tourists in terms of their needs and how to predict their requirements according
to the type of their visit. Rules were also extracted on how to predict/control overall satisfaction from individual attributes, without being limited to linear relations. As a conclusion, both multidimensional data analysis and data mining methods were found promising, each one revealing different aspects of the study and therefore offering its own value.
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